EXPLiCIT Officer Meeting 8/26/2012
In attendance: Ben, Ashley, Crystal, Klavdia, Sarah, Amit, Dave
MND Prod review
Current plan is to do the post-mortem as an online survey.
Suggested that results be posted to give ideas to others, and allow for support/refuting ideas.
Also suggested that we open some brief discussion at first general meeting.
Show made about 1400 profit, spending 1950 and selling 3350 in ticket sales (480 tickets).
750 refund from GSC?
Notes:
The show went very well from load in to strike.
Summer early matinees are kind of brutal - can we avoid them?
Cast parties should be open to cast/crew, significant others, and parents of minors ONLY.
We should try earlier to reserve spaces for shows, including the summer show.
Movie/game nights will continue - they are popular. we'll have them every other Friday.
Stipends: We unanimously prefer not to provide stipends or monetary compensation to anyone for participation
in EXPLICIT shows. Instead, we prefer to provide thank-you gifts to large contributors and/or visiting experts.
Our proposal for money to buy wireless microphones was accepted. We need to look into the right way to
purchase them.
There will be a club fair in the fall, and EXPICIT/TACIT (and Playreaders) will have a presence there.
We need to make a graphic for branding EXPLICIT.
TACIT season (Schedule is preliminary, likely to change):
1-acts in the fall (2 or 4, depending). Brian will be picking shows and directors. There is no location yet.
We may be looking for an external space.
Classes will be ongoing - improv, writing, and play readings time TBD
Winter show: Little Shop of Horrors in Ramo
Spring show - currently scheduled to be Mate at the small theater at the Pasadena playhouse.
Descanso Garden is open to having a show later than march, so Roshomon may be a possibility.
EXPLICIT season: We should be doing proposals in the fall to select the summer show prior to winter.
The next General meeting will be in the Fall.
Next officer meeting will be on 9/7 or 9/13, depending on availability.

